This theory is 
I. INTRODUCTION UNIVERSE & UNIVERSALITY
From time immemorial, the struggle to understand the phenomena surrounding us, has been our chief occupation, second only to the struggle to survive. After successfully surviving the predators and harmful wild creatures, we have started building secure measures for food, cloth and shelter. Nevertheless, the natural calamities like floods, fire, earthquakes, and disease continue to wreak havoc with all the life and human life in particular. Death and disease could not be overcome fully by all the scientific measures invented so far.
We have started exploring our immediate environment in an attempt to understand the natural phenomena surrounding us. This attempt to understand is only to build safety and survival from the onslaught of the Nature's fury and to harness Nature's forces to the benefit of humankind. In the process, various gods and goddesses are proposed to be the cause of various phenomena. Sometimes, sacrifices are offered to gain the favor of the deities and worship also is done to please the gods and goddesses. For example, many rituals are done to get timely rain and to reap a good harvest. Worship is done for timely sunrise also. Slowly, we have realized the Sun and the Moon follow a regular pattern of rise and set whether a worship is done or not, and whether a sacrifice is made or not. We also, came to know that the celestial bodies behave in a regular pattern. Hence, the proposal came that the Earth was the centre of the world and the celestial bodies went around the Earth according to this pattern. Later investigations revealed that the Earth and the planets are spherical bodies which went around the Sun. Further, it was revealed by Newton's gravity and confirmed by Einstein's' relativity that gravity is indeed the major force acting among the celestial objects including our solar system. Moreover, we have generalized the natural phenomena in the form of laws; because, they seem to follow the same behavior wherever and whenever we observe. Based on this observation, certain theories are proposed as the explanation for the behavior of the phenomena on the Earth and with regard to the celestial objects. A theory is a set of assumptions and rules, which describes the way the celestial bodies behave including the Earth on which we live. If the predictions made by the theory are observed in practice and also, if
THEORY OF UNIVERSALITY
This theory is an attempt to describe the universal phenomena, the interrelationships among the four fundamental quantities space, time, matter and energy with a precise and accurate mathematical quantification of the relationships. In the process, a force, named as universal force pervading the universe; and, which in turn manifests as every other force locally or universally present is also described. That is to say there is only one force, the universal force. Every/any other force is a manifestation of universal force. Liberal use of Einstein's relativity, deBroglie's wave particle duality. Planck's quantum radiation is used to synthesize all the existing beliefs into a harmonious and comprehensive " Theory of Universality ".
II. POSTULATES
1. Space is the medium using which light travels.
2. Speed of light is the critical attainable speed in our universe.
3. The universe when the projection of time (4 th dimension) is taken on a three dimensional medium, is like the two-dimensional sheet (shadow) model of a three -dimensional object in 2-dimensions. 4 . Nothing in the universe can be fully destroyed. 5 . Space, Time, Matter and Energy are inter-related. They exist together in anywhere and everywhere in the universe. None of the four fundamental quantities like space, time, matter and energy is uniquely existent in the universe.
6. There exists a very powerful force to be named as the universal force, because of which other forces like gravitation, electromagnetism, strong and weak nuclear forces manifest.
7. The universal force condenses space into matter.
8. Every physical law has some inertia of existence which is quantifiable in space-time-matter-energy frame of the universe.
9. Any physical law can be created and preserved with a certain inertia in space-time-matter-energy frame.
10. The truth of the universe keeps changing depending on where, how and at what time the observation for a certain truth is made with an inclination to reach experimental proof of theoretical conjectures.
In all, there are ten vital formulae; six of them describe the relationship among space, time, matter and energy; four of them describe the relationship between universal force and space, time, matter and energy.
III. INDENTATIONS AND EQUATIONS
Assume that there is a particle of mass m, Compton wave length ℓ; let, the energy stored in it be E. Assume, the universal force utilized in creating the particle is F. Here, let me assert that the universal force which created the particle also bestows on it a time of ' t ' , t is the time of inertia of existence the particle will have during which its changes become nil. Any change anywhere in the universe manifests as time. The time inertia (also called laziness of the particle) between two successive changes is ' t '. Then the 10 (ten) formulae giving the relationship among space, time, matter and energy and F are as follows: ( all in MKS units everywhere) is the laziness or time inertia. This means that between two successive changes to an electron; there must necessarily be a period of 8.081 X 10 -21 seconds. After which period only, a change can be enforced on an electron. So, it is impossible to change an electron in position or pace or state faster than this. If so, it will no longer be electron.
4 . E = h c / ℓ . We already know that E = h v (Planck's theory). But, v = c / ℓ, v is the frequency of the energy packet contained in the particle.E = h c/ ℓ
5 . E = h / t, .This is simple; because, E = h v; and v = 1/ t  E = h / t .
Note: it is assumed that a particle of time inertia t., will also behave like a wave of cycle time ' t' ., when converted into energy E. therefore, E = h / t .
6. ℓ = c t. Now, the particle has mass 'm' in all directions of observation, and points of observation within the particle. This is possible only when the mass-space vibration within the particle moves at the speed of light (to ensure simultaneity) of wavelength ℓ.(compton wave length)
-when universal force F ; acts on the particle to create a particle of Compton wave length ℓ ; the energy spent / created is; Newtons is spent in creating the particle electron.
.It is assumed that the time inertia of a particle is the same as its cycle time when converted into energy-wave. This means ℓ = c t ; applied to the equation -7 gives: K. Hydrogen in that environment is in atomic state and not in molecular state. It is assumed that mean free path is directly proportional to the temperature and inversely proportional to the atomic weight.) .
In the derivation of the gravitational constant G, the factor 1 was taken for the universal force on the outer space atoms of Hydrogen on SUN ; because, this factor 1= atomic weight of Hydrogen atom for proton was taken in the derivation of the mean free path for Hydrogen atom on the sun's surface ( atmosphere) @ 6000 o K, because the Hydrogen is in atomic state and not in molecular state. .
The slight discrepancy can be due to the various assumptions and approximations and the too simple an approach taken for evaluating the mean free path of Hydrogen atom on the Sun's surface. ; where r is the Hydrogen covalent radius; which means the mean distance between proton and electron ( ie., 28pm). According to my theory of universality, the force (universal force) due to a particle of mass m is . I have derived G, , 0,  0, using my theory and they have all agreed with experimental results. Hence, my theory is right and valid including the postulates made therein. In the derivation of 0 Electron's classical radius and volume is considered ; because electron is taken as one continuous and cohesive particle ; in which case, area is not applicable.
Discoveries : ( PREDICTION -1 ) :
1. I have made a discovery that the Earth is exerting a force on the sun which is nearly 20,000 billion times ( 2 X 10 13 ) the force which the Sun is exerting on the Earth. The force exerted by Sun on the Earth is manifesting mostly as gravitation. Regarding the Earth's surface sans the atmosphere, Nearly 75% is water ; 25% is sand which is mostly silicon Silicon density = 2300 ; water density = 1000 Average surface density = 1325 Silicon molecular weight= 28.09 Water molecular weight = 18.02 Average surface molecular radius r2 is given by earth), which the Earth exerts on the Sun may help Hydrogen to fuse and help sun to remain a shining star. Or, planets may be dragging Sun in the Galaxy.
. Planets are drifting away from the sun . (REFER ANNEXURE -II)
The energy released by sun causes space of equivalent amount to be released at the same time. Because of this release of space , all planets are drifting away from the sun as given below.
and v is the speed of drift of the space
Where r1, is the mean free path of Hydrogen atom on the surface of the sun and R1 is the radius of the sun . This is approximately 2.4382 X10
Which is approximately 768 m / year. v = 768 m/year. This is the rate of Compton wave length of space released radially at the solar-corona,(solarcorona is considered; because inside this Solar Corona, the atmosphere interferes with space released). An accurate derivation is given in Annexure -II V. CONCLUSIONS 1. The discrepancy in evaluating G & as compared to the experimental result is negligible.
2. It is possible to create any physical law and give it a certain amount of inertia in space -time -matter -energy frame.
3. It is possible to create planets , stars , satellites to the planets and it is equally possible to change and control the movement or momentum of any celestial body in the universe.
4. Reflection of light in a mirror is due to the nuclei gravity of the mirror. Incidentally, every neutron behaves like a black hole. The neutron gravity ( super gravity) bends light in a U -turn . There is a time mirror on the surface of neutron because of which ; the reflection ( image) looks equidistant from the mirror as the object. 7. Gravity nullification can be achieved for gravity -zero travel.
8. Every object in the universe displays time inertia ( also called laziness ) ; which is quantifiable as t = h / m c 2 9. Intelligence = memory X thinking ( a product ), whenever either becomes zero ; Intelligence becomes nil .
10. There is extra-terrestrial intelligent life.
11. There is time crunch in the universe as in the case of lightning. The same event is described by light faster than sound. Sound is not only coming after lightning is seen; but, also the thunder is heard for longer time than the time lightning is seen.
12. The laziness of any physical body is t = h/mc 2 ; the duration during which no change can be enforced on the particle or body in any manner whatsoever.
13. Thought ( impulsive thought ) is a gravity wave.
14. Cosmic waves can influence our intelligence, memory and thinking.
15. Earth moves or any celestial body moves in jerks and not in a continuous manner……. similar to Planck's hypothesis that energy moves in Quanta.
16. Any event is described by light, sound, and others over different durations of time.
17. Smell and taste travel like sound, energy, light etc., 18. Thinking can be known in advance ( or at the same time ) if we can sense gravity waves.
19. We can achieve vehicle -less travel other than walking, running, jumping, falling and crawling…Etc., 20. We can predict certain events ( all, if required)
21. There is no perceptible boundary to the universe in space-time-matterenergy frame.
22. We can generate thinking in others along the pattern we desire using gravity waves. 26. There is no zero time except on black hole.
27. All forces are components of the universal force ; manifestation of universal force
New Discovery: The Sun and the planets in our Solar System are going at a speed in the universe higher than the speed of light.
Observations
1. The Earth going round the Sun has a speed ( in an absolute sense ) higher than the speed of the Sun , whatever the speed of the Sun maybe.
( That is the Earth has its own speed plus the speed of the Solar System along with the speed of the Sun).
2. The starting mass of all celestial bodies is same.
3. A celestial body ( like the Earth ) going at a speed higher than the speed of the Sun has a mass less than the mass of the Sun. This is possible only if both are going at a speed higher than the speed of light as per equation.
m =
Conclusion: This means that we are in a -v e World . The world of antimatter.
Incidentally there is a massive black hole in the Centre of the Universe around which the rest of the Universe is going around. The black hole is the window to the + v e world. Hence , Kepler's Laws are proved as per theory of Universality. This implies that the assumptions :
1. The planets and sun are traveling at a speed higher than the speed of light. 2. The starting mass of all celestial bodies is the same; are both correct and valid.
I have made a lot of approximations ( reasonable approximations ) in deriving the above. However, I believe the concept is more important than precision. As per kinetic theory of matter; the molecules of an ideal gas at temperature (T) have a mean thermal kinetic energy given by E = (3/2) kT; in 3-dimensions where k is Boltzmann constant. However, in uni-directional consideration; the same is E= ½ kT. The Sun's surface has mostly Hydrogen in atomic state. But, when hydrogen particles collide; they can fuse; the fusion dynamics being altogether different; let us take helium an inert gas; which does not fuse at the Sun's surface as reference. The layer below the Hydrogen layer is mostly Helium. Helium molecule has a mean free path given by r = 6.6317x10 
4.Weak Nuclear Force :
Energy at speeds greater than the speed of light 'c', behaves like anti-matter. Within radioactive neutron the energy trapped within the neutron behaves like anti-matter and splits neutron into proton and electron. The resultant repulsion between matter and antimatter separates proton and electron. 
X Electrostatic force is
Where r is the distance of separation between the two nearly concentric spheres of proton (radius rp) and electron (radius re). Force is inversely proportional to the square of distance r i.e., r 2 . Energy is work done; a product of force and distance (r). Therefore, energy is inversely proportional to the distance r i.e. is the energy in the creation of electron from a neutron (against the attraction of proton on electron)and r is the distance of the weak nuclear force by which proton and electron separate. This is equal to the repulsion between matter and anti-matter = .
Therefore, Force ' F ' present at R0 is given by :
We know that pressure P is Force per unit area. 
6.Free Space Impedance (Zo) :
A wave of wavelength  behaves like a spherical object of radius (/2). el is the charge of light when seen as a particle.
But, we know ; where e ℓ is the charge of light when seen as a Note :
The space -mass vibration within the particle (Sun) released from the central object is 'c' , and rotates at the speed of 'c'.
Mu = initial mass of the sun as released from the central object. we have F = ma ℓ, m1, v, F are all applicable to force F. A force F is equivalent to a Compton wave length of 'ℓ' over which it is applicable. 'ℓ' is here the distance over which the particle reaches speed 'v' from zero.
8.Newton's Law

9.CBMR -Cosmic Background Microwave Radiation :
Assume CBMR is a radiation given out by the Earth. m10 = rest mass of earth. The Geocorona of the Earth is a distance of 4 RE (RE is the radius of Earth ) from the center of the Earth., ie., 4 RE is the space displaced by the Earth. This is equivalent to a space-mass of .
By Archimedes Principle for floating objects this is the mass destroyed in creating the void for the Earth. Therefore, the Compton wave length of the void
Hence, RV = radius of the void inside the Earth = = = 4054 Km. This implies that the Earth's solid portion has a thickness of RE -RV = 6371 -4054 = 2317 Km only. Except the top layer of crust and hydrosphere most of the solid material of the Earth consists of densest elements like OSMIUM or PLATINUM or IRIDIUM. , M0 works out to be = 0.487 kg. ( Note : Any object which is faster than light is anti-matter and slower than light is matter ). 
THEORY OF UNIVERSALITY
Annexure -III
1.Derivation of elementary charge, e:
Assumptions:
1. Charge energy is caused by rotation of the object; and electric charge energy is equal to the rotational energy. 2. The Earth is a hollow sphere of hollowness equal to a radius of where R is the radius of the Earth from the centre to the surface.
Suppose, the average mean free path of a molecule on the surface of Earth is equal to 'ℓ'; and the average molecular weight is m..Then, the number of free nucleons with elementary charge 'e' = = ; because m. ℓ is the mean free path of a free nucleon. Now, let us equate the charge energy on the surface of the Earth and the rotational energy of the Earth. Only, the surface charges contribute to the rotation of the Earth. The charges inside cancel out. The slight discrepancy i.e., 0.925% is due to approximation in m and ℓ. Hence, the assumptions are correct and valid.
PREDICTION -3 :
In the Solar System, the ratio of the mass of Sun to the mass of Saturn is nearly same as the ratio of the mass of one neutron plus one proton to the mass of an 
PREDICTION -4 :
We have seen in PREDICTION -1 that the force of Sun on Earth is nearly 20,000 billion times less than the force of Earth on the Sun. We can predict that the Solar System is a whirlpool of space in which all the planets and the Sun are floating and the planets are kept in motion by the space in motion and the Sun happens to be at the centre and the Sun's hold on the planets is feeble; compared to the planets' force on the Sun. Moreover, we can also predict that the planets like Earth can become stars after it slows down to a speed of 'c' from its present speed of c + v1
The central black hole is matter with a highest speed of 'c'; and all the protons in the universe rotate at nearly the speed of light 'c' in the direction of the central black hole; and all the electrons in the universe rotate in the opposite direction at nearly the speed 'c'.
PREDICTION -6 :
A freely moving sphere in space will have a rotational motion also, if it has a linear motion, and the corresponding relationship between the rotational speed and the linear speed can be derived.
PREDICTION -7 :
The central body of the universe is rotating in one direction; and all the protons of the universe are rotating at nearly the speed of light 'c' in that direction; electrons in the opposite direction at nearly the speed of light 'c'.
PREDICTION -8 :
The elementary particles neutron, proton and electron are stable because the universe is vibrating at the speed of light 'c' along with the particles which also vibrate at the speed of light 'c'. 
PREDICTION -9 :
The least speed of any celestial body in absolute sense; outside the central body is 'c'; the highest speed within the central body is 'c'.
PREDICTION -10 :
The celestial objects jet out like stream of particles from the central body. The central body and the celestial objects rotate in the same direction and the celestial objects go around the central body in the same direction.
PREDICTION -11 :
Positive and Negative electrical charges are because of rotation of protons and electrons at nearly the speed 'c' in opposite directions.
PREDICTION -12 :
In reflection, refraction and diffraction of light; light is attracted by the nucleus of protons and neutrons ( which behave as matter ) and repelled by electrons ( which behave as anti-matter ); because light behaves like matter particles.
PREDICTION -13 :
The universe is a finite sphere with space, celestial objects, energy and expanding. It appears to be infinite and every point of the universe appears to be a centre ; because, of multiple reflections of light and energy by the surface ( or boundary or edge which is actually expanding ) back into the universe.
PREDICTION -14 :
The universe is expanding into void and will fall back into the central black hole; because of all anti-matter getting exploded into matter or space which will then be attracted by the matter in the central black hole.
PREDICTION -15 :
The plane of the planetary orbits around the sun is inclined in the direction of movement of the solar system in Milky way galaxy and the planets are partly dragging the Sun in its motion around the galaxy; along with space. This is so because; something has to energize the movement of sun against spatial friction. Space in motion also causes partly the movement of the solar system in the galaxy. 
2.SNELL's Law :
The coefficient of refractive indices: Light behaves as matter waves; and is Refraction of light repelled by electrons in medium which behave as anti-matter; and attracted by i medium 1 neutrons / protons which are matter m1 c1 which causes refraction. Suppose, light has a mass m1 and m2 ; and medium 2 speeds c1 and c2 in the two media. r m2 c2 The horizontal component of the force of light from medium 1 to medium 2 does not change; as there is no force in this direction.
Therefore,
As per sin i = sin r as per my theory of universality.
As per = n = = .
Now energy is conserved m1 c1 2 = m2 c2 2 n = = = coefficient of refraction Hence, Snell's law is derived as per theory. As per my theory, the force due to one mole of M1 at a distance of R is: on one mole of M2
3.GRAVITATIONAL LAW:F=G
The force will act on one proton along the line joining the centers of mass. Hence, the force on one mole of M2 along the line joining centers of mass is : ‫ﬡ‬A ; where Na is Avogadro constant and Na.m = 1.
The force due to A1 moles of M1 on A2 moles of M2 along or parallel to the lines joining the centers of mass on the nearest protons would be; Similarly, the force of M2 on M1 will be an equal amount. The total force of gravitation between two bodies of mass M1 and M2 along the line joining the centers of mass at a distance R is : F = F21 + F12 = . That is to say the charged positive matter particle i.e,. proton, moves with a surface speed of rotation 0.98133c in the direction of the central black hole which gives it the positive charge; and since, the speed is less than 'c' it is matter particle. 
DARK ENERGY :
Assumptions :
1. The universe vibrates at the speed of light to keep the fundamental particles stable ( as stated in PREDICTION -8 ).
2. The space filling the galactic distances is equivalent to dark energy due to this vibration
Proof :
Energy due to this vibration is a lowest value of Eℓ = = = 2.56135 x10
J (as per my theory ).
Where λ ℓ,max is the highest visible light wave length. Hence this is the lowest energy density. λ ℓ,max = 775 nm.
The energy due to this energy within pluto's orbit of solar system is This implies := Ede = 6.08136 TONNES ; which agrees with the observed value of the total dark energy within Pluto's orbit in solar system equal to 6 Tonnes. Hence, my theory is right., along with the above assumptions. Hence, the sun will last 2.67 Billion years from now before it explodes into supernova as per the above calculation. Suppose, the universe is finite with a definite boundary and :
. ℓ BH = density of central universal black hole . .M BH = Mass of central universal black hole . Ru = Actual radius of the finite universe with boundary. Mu = Mass of the universe other than the central universal BH . ℓ u = density of the universe excluding the central universal BH Then we have :
Since, the universe other than the BH in toto behaves like anti-matter, we have to take matter equivalents. With an interest in developing a fundamental theory in Physics; which will encompass the existing beliefs; and solve some of the paradoxes already existing since 1960s, he has taken up this Theory of Universality as a project out of personal interest and hobby. He is not basically a physicist by career, however, with whatever knowledge picked up during the graduate studies, and after consulting some periodicals; he went on to develop this theory.
This theory will serve to be the basic foundation for the future development of Modern Physics; and also be the GUT ( Grand Unified Theory ) in Physics ; unifying the four fundamental quantities space, time, matter and energy; and the four fundamental forces gravitation, electromagnetism, strong and weak nuclear forces.
It is sincerely hoped that this theory will generate interest in the reading public and become useful in further understanding of universe and universality. 
K.S. Narayana
